
Plastic-Free
Under The Tree

JOIN OUR PLEDGE TO GO PLASTIC
FREE UNDER THE TREE!
Playper believes that toys don't have to be 
landfill-bound to be fun. Here's a list of ideas 
to help you go #PlasticFreeUnderTheTree.

Wooden Toys Trains, cars and many other options are available at most major retailers.

Dress-Up Items You can find amazing gems at your local second-hand store.

Sports Equipment  From wearable gear to a basketball hoop.

Paper-Based Toys An origami set, cardboard-based toy or Playper's Curious Kingdom!

Fabric and Plush Toys There are lots of options for cool and cuddly pals.

Board & Card Games Classic gifts that include the gift of spending time together.

DIY Fairy/Dragon Garden Kit  Follow us on Instagram for details on how to create this kit!

Sculpting Dough Like Veggie Baby dough, contained in paper-based packaging!

Gift Cards Bundle with a special day together of shopping and lunch at a fav spot.

Wooden Models This also includes moving kits like roller-coasters and windmills.

Sewing & Fabric Crafts Put together a starter kit for your little creator-to-be!

Experience Gifts Try a trip to an amusement park or tickets to see a favorite team. 

Art Supplies Tools for painting, pottery, sand art, string art, clothing design and more.

Posters/Decorations Help your kids personalize and spice up their room.

Clothes No, not socks! A fav team jersey or something unique they'll love wearing to school.

Musical Instrument A gift that lasts a lifetime! (Look for tips in our Instagram feed.)

Books These aren't just about reading: activity, popup, puzzle books are all great choices.

Make Your Own Gift Need ideas? Keep your eye on our Instagram feed!

Stock Why not teach an older kid about the stock market with some $ incentive?!

Magazine Subscription Wrap the first issue, and the child gets a monthly treat in the mail!  

Custom Photo Book Theme it to a favorite vacation, family pet, or just an "I Love You". 

Personalized Coupons "Your choice for dinner", "Get out of chores for a day", etc.

And don't forget places that sell Handmade Toys like Etsy, local craft fairs, etc.

Planet-Friendly Playper toys
available now at Playper.com!

Want more? Follow us for
a new idea each week!


